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1. General

1.1. Functional specification

Distributed Transaction System (DTS) is a software package that enables
easy building of real distributed applications in multivendor (Digital, IBM,
Hewlett-Packard,...) environments. That is, all the different computers with
different operating systems and software development tools can be tied to-
gether into one single application environment.

DTS is a complete Client/Server implementation, a superset of the Remote
Procedure Call (RPC) principle. With DTS a local user written (Front End
or Client) application can make a transparent procedure call to any remote
system using DTS. This function is fully bi-directional or symmetrical: any
of the DTS nodes can act both as Front End (= Client) and Back End (=
Server). The procedure call is open and universal — the routines (Han-
dlers) that are remotely called can  be any user written subroutines that
are created in that system using the local tools and languages or even
Case/4GL products. The call interface is exactly the same in all different
hardware and operating system environments.

DTS implementations on different platforms support a variety of different
communication protocols. Figure 1 illustrates the overall structure and
services provided by the DTS software.

The local application gets DTS services through one single subroutine call,
which is the same in all different systems.

With one single remote subroutine call up to 32 kilobytes of information
can be sent to the remote application and the maximum of 32 kilobytes can
be received, depending on the remote application routine (handler). The
first 39 bytes (the DTS header) of the input information always contain

• Name of the remote system running DTS Back End
• Name of the routine (handler) to be called
• Type of transaction (Inquiry/Update/On-line Update)
• Presentation services (Bin/ASCII/EBCDIC/Compression)
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Figure 1.  DTS layered model and services provided

DTS can transmit/receive the information either in binary or text format.
In the latter case all the necessary conversions between different data rep-
resentations and character sets are done automatically by DTS, transpar-
ent to the user. DTS can also pack the messages during the transport
phase, meaning more effective use of remote communication links. A typi-
cal compression rate with text data being 40-50%.

DTS services can be divided into synchronous and asynchronous ones.

A synchronous call is made in real time (on-line) to the remote system
(Back End). The calling local main program (Front End) stops in the DTS
call until the response is got back from the remote subroutine. This kind of
call is called an "Inquiry Type" transaction — it either succeeds or not, no
recovery or data integrity is provided by DTS. The calling program gets a
return code telling whether the transaction succeeded or not.
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An asynchronous call moves the message to a local DTS transaction queue.
DTS is responsible for it there after. It delivers the message to the remote
system. The calling application just gets a return code telling that the mes-
sage is queued and can continue its execution right away. This kind of call
is an "Update Type" transaction — DTS guarantees its integrity.

The third transaction type offered by DTS is "On-line Update". It is a com-
bination of the two types described above. DTS first tries to make the
transaction synchronously, but if it doesn’t succeed (the data communica-
tions path to the remote system is not working at the time, for example) the
message is moved to the local DTS queue to be delivered later on by DTS.
The calling application gets a return code telling which way it went. Data
and transaction integrity is guaranteed by DTS for this transaction type.

One major functionality provided by DTS is full data integrity over DTS
transactions, if it is requested by the caller (see the offered transaction
types). DTS provides 2 Phase Commit level integrity over single transac-
tions, where 1 transaction = 1 message (from a node to one node) and guar-
antees reliable delivery of the messages in requested order. This single one-
shot transaction can even be routed through many intermediate DTS
nodes, the integrity between the two "end nodes" (Client and Server) is
guaranteed. Application programmer still having only one simple function
call to perform Remote Procedure Calls (synchronous or asynchronous) to
other DTS nodes.

All DTS implementations contain a routing capability. This means that af-
ter leaving the local node the remote subroutine call can go through several
DTS systems before reaching the final destination node. DTS nodes can
thus be used as gateways between different network topologies and proto-
cols. DTS routing is totally transparent to the original caller; he only needs
to know the DTS node name of the final destination.

A strong data encryption mechanism called DTSCRYPT is available as a
software option for the latest DTS environments. It is based on effective
Public/Private Key cryptography and practically unlimited encryption key
length. Commonly appreaciated algorithms like Diffie-Hellman and Triple
DES-EDE3-CBC are being used for actual data encryption during line
transfers. DTSCRYPT provides DTS transactions and intersystem commu-
nication a very secure environment were business critical data may be
transferred as DTS messages over insecure communication lines safely.
The DTS cryptography technique is discussed more closely in 2.5
Cryptography support.
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The following tools for managing and operation are included in DTS:

• An operator control program, that enables the system manager to moni-
tor on-line the operation of DTS systems. See 5.1 DTS Management
Monitor, DTSMON.

• Interactive tool applications or parameter files for configuring all the
characteristics of a DTS system, like the communications protocol used,
the number of concurrent parallel links, time-out settings, etc.

• Tools for generating, starting and stopping DTS systems.

• Log files where DTS writes all the relevant events. The level of logging
can be adjusted with parameters. Console notifications for error events.

• Ready made tools written above the DTS programming interface, to be
used for testing & real solutions and as examples:

— YFIJL; Combined performance analyzer and testing tool for remote
back-end applications and communications links. See also 4.2
Performance analyzer, YFIJL.

— DTSCOPY; A file transfer application with source code included.
See also 4.3 File transfer, DTSCOPY.

• Effective DTS network monitoring utilities:

— DTSSTAT; Distributed DTS system status query utility. See also
5.2 Distributed status query, DTSSTAT.

— DTSCMON; A complete Microsoft Windows-based centralized DTS
network monitoring application with a fully graphical interface. See
also 5.3 DTS Central Monitor, DTSCMON.

At the time of release of this document DTS is available for the following
hardware and operating system environments:

Compaq Tru64 UNIX (Alpha), formerly Digital UNIX and DEC OSF/1 AXP

Digital VAX/VMS and OpenVMS VAX

Digital OpenVMS Alpha AXP

Digital ULTRIX (RISC and VAX)

Hewlett-Packard HP-UX (HP 9000)

Hewlett-Packard MPE/iX (HP 3000)

IBM AIX (RS/6000)

IBM OS/2

IBM CICS (MVS and VSE)

IBM OS/400 (IBM AS/400)

Microsoft Windows 3.1x *

Microsoft Windows NT, 2000, 95, 98, Me

LINUX (Intel)

Any industry-standard Java-capable WWW browser or Java interpreter *

* limited front-end (client) functionality only
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In IBM systems DTS has traditionally used the SNA APPC/LU6.2 protocol.
A DTS system equipped with both SNA LU6.2 and TCP/IP or DECnet can
act as a transparent gateway between two different networks. Several stan-
dard local area networks of different architectures can be connected to form
an integral DTS network. For example, real time procedure calls can be
made from a Digital UNIX workstation in Ethernet/TCP/IP to an AS/400
system in Token Ring/SNA. Alternatively Digital DECnet/SNA gateway
products can be used to form such connection from a Digital VMS system.

The rapid growth of TCP/IP usage, even in pure IBM environments, has
made the the protocol gateway usage obsolete in many cases. Any two DTS
environments with TCP/IP support can be directly connected, of course.

DTS/VMS SLU Type P support offers a way to connect a VAX/VMS system
(or any other DTS system via routing) to an IBM/IMS system via Digital
DECnet/SNA gateways. This functionality is not fully symmetrical. No DTS
software is available for the IMS side and there are some small differences
in the functionality. Actually DTS/VMS SLU-P support is a result of inte-
grating a software called TQPS/VMS and DTS/VMS.

Figure 2 contains a summary table of protocols and routing/data encryption
features currently supported by each of the DTS implementations.

Figure 2.  DTS family table and communication protocols supported

LU6.2DECnetRouting
Operating
system

VMS

ULTRIX

OS/2

CICS

OS/400

DTS
TCP/IP X.25 SLU−P

AIX

=   not fully implemented, back-end functionality only

HP-UX

Tru64 UNIX

Windows NT

MPE/iX

Windows 3.1x

CRYPT
DTS

Java VM

LINUX
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The communication protocols that are not fully implemented for some spe-
cific operating system environment are results of a customized project
based on DTS product family or experimental test projects performed to de-
termine the feasibility of such implementation. They can be easily ex-
panded to cover complete bi-directional DTS functionality, but such engi-
neering effort will not take place until there is a real demand.

All the version support information (supported platforms, protocols etc.) is
given according to the situation at the time of writing this manual. Since
DTS product family tends to grow in years, please contact your DTS soft-
ware supplier for the latest information.

DTS makes possible to call a subroutine in computer B from computer A. In
other words, DTS implements a remote procedure call (figure 3). 

In practice a local procedure (DTS front-end service) YFIAPPC is called in
computer A. The caller gives YFIAPPC information about the subroutine
name and the remote computer node name in the DTS message header
area.

DTS RPC-like functionality is bi-directional. Called remote system can re-
turn its response also asynchronously by calling us back via DTS.

Figure 3.  The principle of a remote procedure call

Main
program

Main
program

1st Sub−
program

2nd Sub−
program

3rd Sub−
program

4th Sub−
program

Computer A Computer B
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Synchronous (on-line) DTS transactions may be performed from Java ap-
plets and applications by using the DTSJAVA class library package. A high
level of abstraction of DTS messages is provided by using an object-oriented
approach hiding all low-level details of DTS message header construction.
Extremely easy usage of remote DTS transactions has been made possible
from industry-standard Java interfaces.

The DTSJAVA package can directly communicate with a native DTS sys-
tem. This is especially useful for Java-based WWW applets, which can now
use the DTS call interface for communication with operative systems. For
example, a Java applet executed on a client WWW browser can easily re-
trieve data from operative database systems via DTS and display it appro-
priately in its own user interface.

According to the Java standards, DTSJAVA class library is fully platform
independent. The necessary class files are loaded into the client browser at
the time the applet is invoked and a native DTS transaction communica-
tion takes place between the browser and the WWW server DTS system.
Any remote DTS system can be made reachable via DTS transparent rout-
ing to allow secure access to actual operative environments.

Figure 4.  Operative system usage via WWW, DTS and DTSJAVA
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1.2. Example DTS network setups

The following figures illustrate some multivendor network setups that can
be easily formed using DTS software. Each computer in the presented net-
works can call any other computer via DTS, regardless of the underlying
communication protocols and physical transports.

Figure 5.  Example network using TCP/IP, DECnet and SNA LU6.2
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The DTS IBM/IMS connectivity option can be implemented via a DTS/VMS
(VAX) router node. The protocol used against the host is SNA LU0 based
SLU Type P and the physical connection goes through a standard Digital
DECnet/SNA Gateway. On the IMS side no DTS software or standard DTS
interface is available but IMS native IMSqueue operations are used for reli-
able transaction exchange with other DTS systems.

Figure 6.  Example network using DECnet, TCP/IP and SLU-P
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2. DTS architecture

2.1. Layered structure

DTS software is structured in layers for highest flexibility and portability
among different hardware environments and communication protocols. The
system consists of four different logical levels, each performing separate
well-defined subtasks. These layers and the intersystem message flow from
one application to another are described in figure 7.

Figure 7.  Layered structure and application-to-application relationship

Level  1 

Network communication interface. Used in the conversation with the sec-
ond party — the remote DTS system. This layer is a piece of operating sys-
tem or layered software that provides application access to the used com-
munication protocol primitives.

Application program

DTS application program server
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For example, in DTS/HP-UX this could be HP-UX BSC compliant TCP
socket interface and in DTS/OS2 IBM OS/2 Communications Manager SNA
APPC/LU6.2 API, for example.

Level  2

DTS protocol server. Performs the actual network conversation through the
lower level using commands specific to communication protocol interface
selected. This level uses communication interface verbs for network link
setup, session control, data transmission, synchronization etc.

Level  3

DTS application program server. Looks after recovery, message spooling,
routing and other DTS nucleus tasks which are independent from the com-
munication protocol selected. This layer provides the base DTS functional-
ity that is known by application programmers.

Level  4

A user application program which calls (front-end) or is called by (back-end)
DTS. These are not a part of the DTS software itself but interface with it
through the DTS public Application Programming Interface.
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2.2. Message compression

Text data message compression during network transport phase is a user
selectable service. If the first byte of the DTS header Function Code field is
2 (2y), the message is transmitted in a packed format over the communica-
tions line.

Another way to activate message compression is to enable the auto-
compression feature in the DTS configuration remote node definition table.
If the message auto-compression for a specific node is enabled, all messages
with function code 0y (default text data transfer) will be automatically con-
verted to carry function code 2y. This instructs packing of these messages.

The compression takes place only for character-form data (ASCII or EBC-
DIC). Data is packed just before sending it over the established communi-
cation line and unpacked at the receiving end immediately after arrival. All
DTS messages are always stored and processed in an unpacked form for
spool queues and other phases of transaction handling.

The compression starts from the 40th byte of the message and continues
until the last byte is reached. The 39-byte DTS header is not compressed
because it carries information that should be readable at any point of trans-
action handling.

Every byte which consecutively repeats 4...255 times in the message is com-
pressed to a three-byte long repeater field. If the same byte repeats over
255 times, several repeater fields are used. A repeater field is separated
from the normal byte flow with hexadecimal code FF character (decimal
255). If the message data itself has hex FF bytes, they will always be con-
verted to a repeater field, even if there was only one hex FF. 

The repeating-byte data compression method used by DTS is very close to
IBM/VTAM compression algorithm and can be implemented effectively on
all the different systems supported.
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The repeater field

FF  xx  yy

where FF the repeater field indicator character (hexadecimal FF). 
The following two bytes after this one are always 
interpreted as a part of a repeater field.

xx character (byte value) to be repeated.

yy repeating count for the character in binary form (1−255).

An example

Uncompressed character string (in hexadecimal):

F0F0F140404040404040FF9492F0F0F0F0F0F0F0F0F0F0F0A7A6

The same string in compressed format:

F0F0F1FF4007FFFF019492FFF00BA7A6

Refer to 3. Programming for more information about DTS transaction types
and function codes.
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2.3. Subroutine call routing

All full-function DTS nodes are able to transparently route a DTS message
(subroutine call) to a third node without the calling front-end program even
being aware of it. The DTS automatic routing is based on standard applica-
tion handler routine YFIROUTE. The automatic static routing paths are
defined in the DTS configuration remote node definition table. If a node is
not directly reachable, we can tell the DTS front-end server to route the
calls through another node, which then has a closer connection to the final
destination.

In case of a routing call, YFIROUTE is called in the routing node and the
message is forwarded to the destination node in its original data format.
When DTS is let to perform the routing sequence by itself, the calling appli-
cation doesn’t have to be aware of the whole issue at all.

As mentioned above, YFIROUTE is a routine which transparently routes
subroutine calls to other DTS systems, to other remote computers. Its logi-
cal handler name (handler ID) is ROUTER. The parameter area to this
handler is the DTS standard message model, in other words the first 39
bytes are the DTS header. But this header is only for the YFIROUTE call
and has no information about the final destination node and handler in the
target computer. This is why the routing header is followed by another
header, the original YFIAPPC call header. It has been put there by the
front-end server in the calling computer. The rest of the message is original
application data, filled up by the user front-end application. When the YFI-
ROUTE call returns, there are two two-byte return codes at the beginning
of the output message, one from each called DTS system. Both of these are
not delivered to the calling user. The local front-end server deletes the first
return code (received from the intermediate routing node) if it was 00 (suc-
cessful completion). If an error was detected in the routing node connection,
there is never another return code because the third computer was not even
reached.

Figure 8 illustrates the construction of a routing message and its output re-
ply inside DTS. This mechanism is fully transparent to the user application
level.
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Figure 8.  Call routing based on message header shifting

Figure 9 shows an example sequence of DTS call routing through an inter-
mediate node. In this case there are three separate DTS systems, each one
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Figure 9.  Call routing sequence via an intermediate node
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2.4. Recovery implementation

When DTS operates in real time (synchronous) mode with the function
codes x1, no recovery mechanism is used. Since the synchronous calls are
intended for query-type operations with immediate requirement of re-
sponse data, there is no need for data integrity or buffering features. If a
call fails (due to a communication error, for example), the calling user ap-
plication receives an error status return code and corresponding error mes-
sage in the call output parameter area.

Using function codes with the recovery capability (x2, x3 and x4 for explicit
spool buffer release) causes the receiving DTS system to record the message
header to a special node log file right after successful user application han-
dler execution. If the communication line is suddenly disconnected or the
handler call at the remote system crashes, the sending front-end server
saves the message to a local spool buffer (message queue). Message header
status code is set to 1 to indicate that message integrity check should be
done at the remote end on subsequent calls.

When message retransmission is attempted from the spool buffer, either by
the periodic spooler process or explicitly via function code x4, the receiving
system checks its node log files to find out if these messages have already
been successfully processed. This mechanism prevents a single message
(transaction) being executed twice and guarantees proper operation of data-
base update operations, for example.

Figure 10 describes the generic implementation of DTS data integrity and
recovery mechanisms.
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Figure 10.  Data integrity and recovery control implementation
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2.5. Cryptography support

DTSCRYPT is a strong data encryption mechanism available for the latest
Distributed Transaction System environments. It is based on effective Pub-
lic/Private Key cryptography and available with DTS TCP/IP protocol driv-
ers.

DTSCRYPT provides DTS transactions and intersystem communication a
very secure environment where business critical data may be transferred
as DTS messages over insecure lines safely. The level of security that can
be achieved is limited only by the computation capacity of the hardware
used. Certain European Union and international export rules may restrict
the export of strong encryption software to some countries. DTSCRYPT
does not contain any kind of backdoor or bypass feature implemented to al-
low certain authorities to break encrypted messages.

In practice the length of the crypting key used is limited only by the arith-
mentic calculation capacity of the computing hardware. Generation and ex-
change of keys is handled using the Diffie-Hellman algorithm and
DTSCRYPT allows key lengths from 64 to 65536 bits. With current comput-
ing systems the practical range of key lengths is from 256 to 2048 bits. The
crypting key is unique for each executed transaction, and can be recon-
structed several times a second, depending on the length of the key selected
and the calculation power of the hardware. The symmetric cryptography al-
gorithm has been chosen to be Triple DES-EDE3-CBC. In addition to the
symmetric encryption the crypted message is always recrypted using a
mask constructed from the unused bits of the Diffie-Hellman key.

Breaking the method used for DTSCRYPT data encryption would require
breaking the original Diffie-Hellman keys. This is the more impossible the
longer the key length used gets. If necessary the unique key pairs for each
transaction can be signed with a special identity known by the client and
server system only. Using the key signature option will even protect the
transfer against "man in the middle" IP address rerouting attacks.
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3. Programming

3.1. General

When designing and writing applications on a single computer environ-
ment the usual manner of structurizing the overall design is to divide the
application into smaller units performing some dedicated well defined sub-
tasks. On generic UNIX systems these subtasks are called subroutines or
functions. In the IBM midrange and host environments we talk about Sub
Programs respectively.

DTS expands this simple, powerful and common method beyond one single
computer architecture, allowing user subroutine calls between different
computers and operating systems. That is, with DTS services any user
written subprogram on VMS, UNIX (AIX, HP-UX, ULTRIX, DEC OSF/1,
Digital UNIX, Tru64 UNIX, LINUX...), Windows NT, MPE/iX, OS/2,
IBM/CICS or IBM/OS400 can be called/executed by programs running on
any other node. In addition to this DTS offers many features of a TP
(Transaction Processing) Monitor, like Transaction Integrity, Recovery, Se-
curity, Monitoring, Logging, etc.

3.2. DTS client (front-end) service YFIAPPC

Within DTS the term "Front End" (f/e) means the side which is initiating
the transaction, ie. making the remote call to a routine/transaction at the
other end (DTS Back End).

YFIAPPC is a function which uses underlying DTS network protocol driv-
ers (TCP/IP) to communicate with other computers. This procedure makes
it possible to call, for example, a subroutine in a remote UNIX, VMS, Win-
dows NT, MPE/iX, OS/2 PC, IBM/CICS or IBM/AS400 from the local sys-
tem and vice versa. The service interface is identical in every DTS imple-
mentation. The same application program source can be used even on dif-
ferent platforms and operating systems.
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A call to the DTS front-end service is of the following generic format:

call YFIAPPC (P1, P2, P3, P4)

All parameters should be allocated by the user application, ie. they are ad-
dresses in (or pointers to) the calling program memory space. They are all
passed by as pointers (by reference). The call has the following four call pa-
rameters. They are discussed in detail later on in this chapter.

P1 (Pointer to) Input Buffer
P2 (Pointer to) Length of Input Message
P3 (Pointer to) Output Buffer
P4 (Pointer to) Length of Output Message

The maximum message length is 32 000 bytes. Message data can be in
either character or binary form. Both data formats cannot be used in the
same message or used at the same time if there are different character rep-
resentations (sets) in the two communicating computers, e.g. ASCII and
EBCDIC. The support of national characters may also be very system-
specific. When sending pure character data, DTS carries out any needed
conversion between different environments.

The programmer must specify the target node name, the target subroutine
(Handler) name and the transaction/presentation types in the DTS header
area. It is located at the beginning of the input buffer.

A DTS transaction is started by calling YFIAPPC. When this call returns,
the output buffer is filled with data written by the called remote subroutine
or a DTS error message supplied by DTS itself if operation did not succeed.
The DTS system always sets the first two bytes of the output buffer to con-
tain a two-digit return status code.
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3.3. YFIAPPC input and output buffers

All data transferred between the user application and DTS interfaces goes
through two message buffer areas up to 32 000 bytes long.

For the DTS input message area the following form is used:

Figure 11.  DTS input message format

The length of user application data supplied is determined from the total
message length. The minimum input message length is always 39 bytes
(DTS header only, no user data supplied).

For the DTS output message area the following form is used:

Figure 12.  DTS output message format

The length of user application data returned is determined from the total
message length. The minimum output message length is always 2 bytes
(DTS return code only, no user data supplied).

DTS header, 39 bytes

User application data, variable length

total length up to 32 000 bytes

DTS return code, 2 bytes

User application data, variable length

total length up to 32 000 bytes
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3.4. Contents of the DTS header

The DTS message header is the mechanism for passing call specification
parameters from the user front-end application to the DTS front-end serv-
ice. It is also used for passing some information from DTS back to the appli-
cation. The following is a description of the fields in the DTS header. Al-
though the header resides in the user application buffer area, some of the
fields are reserved solely for DTS internal purposes.

DTS header is a 39-byte area of pure character data. Figure 13 describes
the header structure.

Figure 13.  DTS message header structure

Only the underlined fields have to be set by the user application. The re-
ceiver node name and the remote Handler name must be padded with space
characters if their length is less than the maximum of eight characters. All
fields are text fields and treated as upper case only. That is, an upcase
translation will be performed to the user supplied fields. However, the up-
case translation is not a common feature of all DTS implementations. For
the highest possible portability between different platforms it is recom-
mended to supply the parameters as upper case.

Timestamp

Status

Sender

Receiver

Function code

Handler

12 bytes

1 byte

8 bytes

8 bytes

2 bytes

8 bytes
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3.4.1. Timestamp

Length:  12 bytes
Offset from the beginning of message: 0

Every time a message is given the first time to DTS front-end (YFIAPPC is
called) a timestamp is generated for that message. It is generated auto-
matically by DTS and it is unique within one single DTS system.

The format of the DTS timestamp is YDDDHHMMSSXX, where:

Y = The last digit of current year
DDD = The day of the current year (1-356)
HH = Current hour of day (24 hour format)
MM = Minutes
SS = Seconds
XX = Clock ticks with guaranteed uniqueness

The Timestamp together with the Sender identification form a totally
unique message identification that is carried with every DTS message
throughout its whole lifetime.

3.4.2. Status

Length: 1 byte
Offset from the beginning of message: 12

This is a field used internally by DTS to ensure the integrity of the secured
type message transfers. The Status byte can have a value of 0 or 1 (charac-
ter representation, not a binary value).

The value of 1 is used to indicate and signal the remote DTS back-end that
the message may have already been transmitted once. In this case then
DTS back-end performs required actions to ensure that no duplicate execu-
tion of a message will occur.
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3.4.3. Sender

Length:  8 bytes
Offset from the beginning of message:  13

The Sender field describes the DTS system or DTS subsystem that is gener-
ating and transmitting the message. This field is automatically generated
by the DTS front-end service. The Sender node name is specified in the
DTS configuration separately for each receiver node.

The Timestamp together with the Sender form a totally unique message
identification that is carried with every DTS message throughout its whole
lifetime.

3.4.4. Receiver

Length: 8 bytes
Offset from the beginning of message:  21

With the Receiver field the user application can identify the remote DTS
system a message is to be sent to. There should be a corresponding defini-
tion in the DTS configuration for the specified receiver node. If the node
name is less than eight characters long the rest of the field should be filled
with space characters. The node name is not necessarily the physical node
name of the remote system, but a DTS specific identification (a logical node
name) for the selected connection or service. 
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3.4.5. Function code

Length: 2 bytes
Offset from the beginning of message:  29

The DTS Function code is a numeric 2-character string. With the function
code the user application selects the services provided by DTS. The first
byte specifies the presentation type and the second byte the type of opera-
tion — also called the transaction type. See 3.5. Data presentation types and
3.6. Transaction types for detailed information about valid settings for this
field.

3.4.6. Handler

Length: 8 bytes
Offset from the beginning of message:  31

This is the name of the message Handler at the receiving DTS back-end, ie.
the logical name of the user written subroutine/transaction that is going to
be called in the remote system. If the handler name is less than eight char-
acters long the rest of the field should be filled with space characters. The
handler name is not necessarily the name of the actual physical routine
executed, but a DTS specific identification for the routine. DTS system
managers define these names for each back-end system.

Presentation type Transaction type
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3.5. Data presentation types

The first byte of the DTS header Function code field specifies the data pres-
entation type used. It is a numeric character (not a binary value). The fol-
lowing values are valid:

0 Text transfer The user data is interpreted as characters.
Translation (ASCII/EBCDIC for example) is
performed for both outgoing and incoming
data. The translation tables are a part of 
the DTS configuration.

1 Binary transfer The user data is interpreted as binary.
No translation is performed.

2 Packed text The user data is interpreted as characters.
transfer Translation is performed for both outgoing 

and incoming data. Compression and 
decompression are performed for the 
user data to reduce the amount of bytes
actually transferred over the network line.

If the autocompression feature in the appropriate remote node definition
entry is enabled, all text transfers initiated with presentation type 0 will be
automatically converted to type 2. In this case the compression will always
occur for character data.
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3.6. Transaction types

The second byte of the DTS header Function code field specifies the trans-
action type used — the type of operation that will be performed for the mes-
sage. It is a numeric character (not a binary value). The following values
are valid:

1 On-line inquiry The request is transmitted and the response
required in real time. In generic terms this
means Synchronous operation. The call to
YFIAPPC is completed only after the 
message has been processed by the remote 
DTS back-end Handler. If this cannot be 
done, a DTS error code is returned to calling
application. No integrity scheme is applied 
for the transaction by DTS.

2 On-line / DTS tries to send the request immediately
queued update on-line. If this succeeds, a successful return

code is returned to calling application. If the
message cannot be sent on-line, it is queued
by DTS front-end to be sent automatically

 later on when the links and the associated
 back-end system are up and running again.
 A success code indicating this condition is
 returned immediately to the calling applica-

tion. The DTS integrity scheme is applied 
for the transaction in both cases. If there
are unsent messages to this remote system 
in the queue, no on-line processing is tried
but the message is directly queued. This is 
performed to ensure that the messages are 
always processed in the order of their 
creation.

3 Queued update The message is queued by DTS front-end to 
be sent automatically later on. A success 
code is returned to the application. The DTS
integrity scheme is applied for the 
transaction.
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4 Explicit Request explicit release of the messages in
dequeueing DTS front-end queue. The messages are 

sent sequentially in the order of their 
creation. If a connection to some destination
system is not working, the corresponding 
messages are left in the queue for later 
retry. The DTS spooler process uses this 
function at regular, predefined intervals. 
This code has not been intended for use by 
user applications but it can be used for
test purposes and troubleshooting.

When combined with the allowed presentation types 0, 1 and 2, we find out
that the following combinations for DTS header Function code field are
valid: 

01, 02, 03, 11, 12, 13, 21, 22, 23 (and 04).
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3.7. DTS return codes

The first two bytes of the YFIAPPC output buffer area contain a numeric
DTS return code after a YFIAPPC call. These are in character string for-
mat. This code is in no way associated with the possible return code given
by the user written message handler. All data returned from the remote ap-
plication is placed in the user data part of the output message. 

The first byte of the return code can be used for checking the general com-
pletion status of the call. If it is nonzero, the transaction did not succeed at
all. The complete return code and possible text error message after it will
describe the condition in more detail.

Zero-beginning return codes are successful completion indicators. The
transaction was either completely executed at the remote system (00) or
queued to the local buffer for later transmission (01).

Refer to the separate manuals of each DTS implementation for complete
list of return codes delivered. The following codes and corresponding mes-
sages are common and defined for most DTS implementations:

00 Completed successfully

01 Completed successfully. The on-line message has been sent using
function code x2 but the operation was terminated due to a
recoverable error condition. The message has been written to a
spool queue for later transmission.

10 Receiver node unknown. The receiver node specified in the message
has not been defined in the DTS configuration.

20 Remote subroutine does not exist. The requested back-end handler
has not been defined at the remote DTS system.

3x A network communication error. Different return codes are used
with different communication protocols.

40 Invalid DTS header parameters. One or more parameters fields in
the message header area are given incorrectly or missing.
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60 All spooled messages were not sent. This return value is used with
function call 04 to inform that all spooled messages were not sent
during the spool cycle because of recoverable errors during
communication. Normally this function call is used internally by
the DTS spooler process only.

70 Security violation. The requested DTS call to the specified target
system from this local node by this local user is not allowed by
the security configuration.

3.8. Some front-end programming hints

This paragraph summarizes some general rules for creating DTS front-end
applications:

• Use transaction type 1 for inquiry operations and types 2 and 3 for up-
date operations. Type 1 is valid for remote updates only if absolutely no
integrity and recovery is required by the applications.

• When transaction types 2 and 3 are used, DTS guarantees that the sub-
routine call is performed just once in the requested remote system. DTS
also ensures that the calls are performed in the same order as they
were created in the sending system (the timestamp order). 

• Although DTS message length is a maximum of 32 000 bytes, it is not
all at the disposal of the application. DTS needs the first 39 bytes for its
own message header, but in addition the transparent routing might de-
mand another 39 bytes. DTS inserts and removes the extra header
automatically itself and the user is not even aware of it. The user has to
be aware not to send the absolute maximum length in such case. If the
application sends a maximum of only 31 800 bytes, then one can be
sure that all possible headers will be accommodated properly.

• If some application transfers a large amount of data to another system
via DTS, e.g. copying a file, the application should send the data in as
large blocks as possible. This is more efficient than sending data in
small blocks.
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• When a message is read from the spool queue by the spooler process
and it contains a logical (non-recoverable) error, there is no reason to
leave it to the queue for retransmission. It is automatically moved to
the DTS error directory. The user should take care of it after that. An
example logical error in a message can be, for example, a remote han-
dler name that is not recognized by the receiving system.

Appendix A contains example source listings of DTS front-end applications.

3.9. DTSJAVA object-oriented model

The DTSJAVA class library package provides a synchronous DTS front-end
interface for Java applets and applications. A very high level of abstraction
of DTS messages is achieved by the use of object-oriented approach. All
low-level details of DTS message header and data area construction have
been hidden from the Java source. 

In the simplest form a complete DTS transaction can be executed by two
lines of Java code, a construction of a DTS message with addressing pa-
rameters and a execute method invocation. DTSJAVA takes care of the
proper formatting, compression and character conversion tasks. The Java
source may use normal Unicode representation of text data and rely on
DTS automatic character conversion mechanisms when communicating
with a remote systems with different character sets.

Appendix A contains example source listings of DTS front-end applications
written in Java, using the DTSJAVA class library.
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3.10. DTS back-end handler routines

With DTS the term "Back End" (B/E) means the side actually processing
the transaction which is initiated by the front-end. Ie. back-end applica-
tions are the subroutines to be called through DTS. They are also often
called DTS back-end Handlers.

A call to a DTS back-end Handler is of the following generic format:

call USER_HANDLER (P1, P2, P3, P4)

where USER_HANDLER is the function name of the user written subrou-
tine. It does not have to be the same with the remotely used DTS logical
Handler name.

All parameters are passed by reference, ie. P1, P2, P3 and P4 are addresses
or pointers to the actual data. They are identical with the front-end service
YFIAPPC parameters. All of the parameters are allocated by the DTS back-
end server process before the entry to the handler. They are addresses in
(or pointers to) the server program buffer area.

P1 (Pointer to) Input Buffer
P2 (Pointer to) Length of Input Message
P3  (Pointer to) Output Buffer
P4 (Pointer to) Length of Output Message

When a request to a specific user Handler comes from a remote DTS sys-
tem, DTS fills up the input buffer (P1) with the message received from the
calling remote front-end application. P2 contains the total length of the
message received. After this the user Handler is called to process the mes-
sage, insert its possible output message to the output buffer area and set
P4 to contain the total length of the outgoing message (including the two
bytes for the DTS return code). When the Handler issues a return state-
ment from the subroutine, control returns to the DTS back-end server. It
will take care of transmitting the output data back to the calling front-end
application in the connected remote system.

The easiest way to understand the principle of writing a DTS back-end
Handler is to write the subroutine as if you were writing a direct subrou-
tine for your front-end main program calling YFIAPPC. In some cases you
can even test your DTS applications without underlying DTS software us-
ing this method (linking your back-end application directly to the front-end
application).
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3.11. Some back-end programming hints

This paragraph summarizes some general rules for creating DTS back-end
applications (Handlers):

• The subroutine execution time (wallclock time) should be as short as
possible, preferably only a few seconds at maximum. If the execution
time is minutes instead of seconds, you may have to change some time-
out parameters in the remote DTS configuration. The communication
conversation to the calling computer is active throughout the call and
the physical network link is reserved during the execution of the sub-
routine.

• A subroutine should not intentionally crash (cause abnormal process
termination). When using transaction types with recovery (2 and 3), a
remote handler crash will cause the sending DTS system to repeat the
transmission after the specified spool delay time. If the subroutine con-
tinuously crashes, it will terminate all message traffic between these
two nodes because DTS excepts the calls to be performed in their
timestamp order. No message created after the crashing message will
go through until the error in the routine is fixed or the message is de-
leted from the spool directory (message queue) of the sending computer.

• When a subroutine has been initiated from a remote system, that rou-
tine can call YFIAPPC again (recursion) to reach a third system and a
specific Handler there. It is worth carefully examining whether the call
in question is required synchronously (transaction types 1 and 2). If the
call is synchronous the subroutine call initiator in the first system
waits for the subroutine execution termination in the third system, and
the second system is also blocked. DTS completely supports this type of
operation but from the standpoint of resource utilization it is often bet-
ter if the second system calls the third asynchronously (transaction
type 3).

Appendix A contains example source listings of DTS back-end application
Handlers.
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3.12. Application testing

When debugging your own back-end routines it is possible to test the rou-
tine without DTS services. Your back-end subroutine can be temporarily re-
named YFIAPPC to allow direct linking with the corresponding front-end
application. If more than one back-end handlers are called by the front-end
program, the YFIAPPC calls in the source can be replaced by direct calls to
the appropriate back-end routines. These methods are highly recommended
for client/server application testing before incorporating the solution into
true DTS network.

Most DTS implementations support separate log file creation of transac-
tions, process control information, exit notifications etc. The logging of dif-
ferent events can be disabled by a system manager, if necessary.

A special message trace utility is included for short-time message traffic re-
cording. All outgoing and incoming DTS messages are stored into disk files
for further investigation. This feature can be used for temporary applica-
tion testing purposes.

All implementation-specific features like logging, message trace, monitor-
ing utilities and other management tools are described in separate manuals
of different DTS implementations.
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4. DTS standard applications

4.1. Simple front-end application, YFIA

The DTS installation kit contains a test transaction program YFIA .  It is a
very simple example of a DTS front-end application. The receiver node
name, function code, remote subroutine (handler) name and possible pa-
rameters are prompted from the user. Optionally you can send the same
message several times and prevent input and output message displaying
for performance testing purposes.

The following is an example run:

Receiver node name ................ os2dts

Function code ..................... 01

Remote subroutine ................. echo

Subroutine parameters ............. This will be echoed back

Number of messages to be sent ..... 1

Allow message printing ............ y

Pass number 1 :

Sent message :  63 bytes

0075120622550UWSDTS  OS2DTS  21ECHO    This will be echoed back

Received message :  65 bytes

000075120622550UWSDTS  OS2DTS  21ECHO    This will be echoed back

End of Yfia.

In the example we perform a DTS on-line/inquiry type call (01) to the re-
mote DTS system named OS2DTS requesting back-end handler ECHO.
ECHO is a DTS standard example/test back-end handler. It just copies the
whole input message to the output message field. The output message is
two bytes longer because of the two-byte DTS return code at the beginning
of response data (00 indicates successful completion).

YFIA is available on all DTS implementations.
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4.2. Performance analyzer, YFIJL

This DTS front-end application is useful for testing purposes. The remote
back-end handler response time and network communication performance
can be analyzed by performing multiple DTS calls and counting some sta-
tistical information (average transaction time, shortest and longest calls
etc.) for them. Failed transactions are also displayed and counted.

Up to tens of thousands of calls can be made automatically to a specified
handler at a specified node. DTS header parameters and input/output mes-
sage parameter areas are displayed in real-time while transactions are run-
ning. Time used for updating the display does not affect performance time
counters and optionally the screen output can be disabled when operating
on slow terminal lines.

Transaction statistics are recorded in the analyzer table and 11 latest tests
can be viewed and compared on the screen. Also 10 latest DTS error mes-
sages (failed transactions) from the previous test cycle can be examined.

The user may supply the input data directly from a disk file to test a user
back-end application handler without corresponding front-end program. Up
to 32000 bytes of text or binary data may be supplied from a file to simulate
a real DTS transaction between two communication application modules.

YFIJL is available on DTS/AIX, DTS/HP-UX, DTS/MPE, DTS/OS2,
DTS/Tru64 UNIX, DTS/ULTRIX, DTS/LINUX and DTS/VMS. A similar
window-oriented application called YFIW or DTSperf is supplied with
DII/Windows and DTS/WinNT.
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Figure 14.  YFIJL main menu

Figure 15.  YFIJL transaction run complete
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Figure 16.  YFIJL performance data summary display

Figure 17.  YFIJL test run error history display
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4.3. File transfer, DTSCOPY

DTSCOPY is a file transfer application written on top of DTS. You can copy
text files from the local node to any remote DTS system having the corre-
sponding file copy back-end handler DTSFSRV. All required character and
file mode conversions (e.g. ASCII/EBCDIC, national characters) between
the communicating systems are performed automatically.

The command syntax is:

DTSCOPY sourcefile node::remotefile

File to be copied is given in path sourcefile. The remote DTS node name is
given in node and remotefile is the target file path in the remote system.
There may be limitations for allowed copying path at the receiving end.

DTSCOPY uses "on-line update"-type (x2) transactions. In practice this
means that if the connection line to the specified remote host is temporarily
down, the messages are automatically buffered for later sending. DTS takes
care of transmitting the given file to its destination when the line comes up
again.

If the file is larger than 32.000 bytes, it is transmitted in several fractions
using several DTS transactions. A line crash during the transmission can
leave the destination file temporarily incomplete, but it is completed auto-
matically when the connection is re-established.

This file transfer system is a typical DTS application — it is divided into
two separate parts: the front-end user interface DTSCOPY and the corre-
sponding back-end handler DTSFSRV. A pure example of a generic Cli-
ent/Server concept as shown in figure 18.

Figure 18.  DTSCOPY Client/Server principle

FILE FILE
DTS

COPY
DTS
FSRVDTS DTS

Computer A Computer B
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4.3.1. An example file transfer session

If we wanted to copy a local file CUSTOMERS.TXT in our home directory to
the remote DTS node OS2DTS (OS/2 PC) disk drive C directory \DATA we
would you the following syntax:

$ dtscopy /usr/users/jah/customers.txt "os2dts::C:\DATA\CUSTOMER.TXT"

         DTS File Transfer Program

Copyright DIGITAL 1990, All Rights Reserved

Block 1, sending 27236 bytes, DTS return: 0000 Copy ok

Block 2, sending 27308 bytes, DTS return: 0000 Copy ok

Block 2, sending 22206 bytes, DTS return: 0000 Copy ok

3 blocks processed

$

Writing to the destination file at the remote node is always done by ap-
pending an existing file (if it already exists). This means that if you use an
existing file as the target file name, all copied information is just added to
the end of that file.

All DTS return codes and messages are passed to the user terminal for
each block processed. There are some special DTSCOPY messages if the
physical transmission succeeds but copying is not possible for some other
reason.  

DTSCOPY in the described form is available on all DTS implementations
except DTS/CICS.
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4.3.2. File transfer internal format

A file is sent in 32-kilobyte blocks; each block is one DTS mes-
sage/transaction. The first 39 characters are — of course — the DTS mes-
sage header and right after that comes the remote file name (path). The
rest of the message consists of one or more record lengths and data records
as described in figure 19.

Figure 19.  DTSCOPY message internal format

There can be any number of records in one block. However, the block maxi-
mum length cannot exceed 31900 bytes. A length field of 5 bytes long is
placed before each record. All data must be in character form (conversions
are done). Binary transfer is not supported.

DTS
header Remote filepath RL RL RLRecord 1 Record 2 Record 3

max 31900 bytes

39 bytes

200 bytes 5 bytes max 31000 bytes
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5. DTS management tools

5.1. DTS Management Monitor, DTSMON

Most DTS implementations contain a very useful controlling tool for the
overall control of a DTS environment. It is called the ’Management Moni-
tor’, dtsmon .  You can monitor front- and back-end server functioning in
real time or view all DTS log and message trace information (if logging or
tracing is enabled) through a very easy menu-driven user interface. The
latest message timestamp generated and the current message spool load
and state is displayed always when the monitor is active.  dtsmon has an
on-line help feature. A short description of the function you are currently
using is displayed on your display when the help keystroke is entered. 

Figure 20.  DTSMON main menu in DTS/HP-UX

DTS back- and front-end servers can be monitored on the screen in real-
time. You can examine information about transaction counts, error counts,
remote host names, called handlers, DTS return codes and the CPU time
used by the server processes.
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Figure 21.  DTSMON server monitoring display in DTS/AIX

For more specific information about a single server process, a specific
server information display can be entered.

Figure 22.  DTSMON specific server info monitoring display in DTS/AIX
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If the DTS server logging is enabled, the running server processes write log
information to special log files. Back-end servers, front-end servers and the
spooler have their own log file types. Also the auto-restarter (watchdog) has
its own log file type for general process creation/termination information.
These are called system log files. All the DTS log files can be easily exam-
ined with the dtsmon log file viewing feature.

Figure 23.  DTSMON log file browse function in DTS/MPE
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If you have recorded trace data using the DTS message trace utility, the
dtsmon trace file viewer can be used to examine it. The message length,
DTS header and return code are shown separately and the message data
itself is dumped in hexadecimal and ASCII formats. 

Figure 24.  DTSMON message trace record viewing in DTS/HP-UX

dtsmon is available on all DTS UNIX implementations, DTS/MPE and
DTS/VMS. 
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5.2. Distributed status query, DTSSTAT

The DTS Management Monitor utility is intented for effective control of the
activity and functioning of the local DTS environment. To get the same
status information of remote DTS nodes, a terminal session is required to
run dtsmon on the target system. This is inefficient and the more hetero-
geneous the DTS network becomes, the more problems occur. dtsmon is
not available in all DTS implementations and different methods are neces-
sary to retrieve the statistics.

The Distributed status query application dtsstat is a tool implementing
statistic information retrieval from remote DTS systems. It consists of two
separate components. The front-end (client) interface performing the actual
queries and display of the information and the back-end handler (server)
retrieving the information on a request of a remote client. In practice
dtsstat is a typical DTS application built on top of DTS public applica-
tion programming interfaces. However, the back-end handler is closely tied
to the DTS kernel image to actually get the requested information from the
software internal memory areas. This relationship prevents the back-end
module from working in any other version of DTS than the one it has been
designed for.

dtsstat can retrieve and display the following information from a target
remote DTS system supporting the distributed status query:

• currently running DTS implementation and version information

• total number of unsent messages currently awaiting transmission in
spool queues

• last DTS timestamp generated on the node for an outgoing message

• information for each static DTS server process running

— server type; front-end, back-end
— unique server identification within the system
— communication protocol used by the server
— communication interface object allocated by the server
— startup date and time of the server
— number of server restarts since last DTS environment startup
— total number of transaction requests processed by the server
— number of failed transaction requests
— last remote node the server has been communicating with
— last back-end handler the server has requested or executed
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— DTS return code of the last transaction
— server state information

• information for each partner node the system has attempted to send
messages to or received messages since last counter reset

— DTS node name of the partner
— communication protocol used with this partner node
— number of unsent messages awaiting transmission to this node in

the spool queue
— total number of transaction requests targeted to this node
— number of failed transaction requests to this node
— date and time of last message going out to this node
— DTS return code of the last outgoing transaction to this node
— date and time of last message received from this node
— DTS return code of the last incoming transaction from this node
— possible error message information for the last transaction request

The node-specific statistic information is cumulative since the first startup
of DTS since system boot or explicit reset of node counters. The counters
can be zeroed using a special option of dtsstat user interface.

Not all systems can return all the information supported by the query. The
set of information available is restricted by the operating system features
and the capability of underlying DTS kernel.

The message format of a distributed status query is public and fully docu-
mented. This allows implementation of custom monitoring applications and
easy integration to existing network and application management systems.

In the first phase dtsstat is available since all DTS UNIX implementa-
tion versions 2.1, DTS/MPE version 1.1, DTS/OS400 version 2.1 and
DTS/WinNT version 2.1. Refer to the documentation of different DTS im-
plementations for the latest information of distributed status query sup-
port.
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5.3. DTS Central Monitor, DTSCMON

A very powerful tool for monitoring of Distributed Transaction System net-
works is available for Microsoft Windows workstations connected to a DTS
environment. Based on the DTSSTAT distributed status query capability
offered by many DTS implementations the DTS Central Monitor utility,
DTSCMON, enables easy centralized control of DTS networks of any size.

The state information of individual nodes in the networks is retrieved auto-
matically on predefined poll intervals and presented on the monitoring
screen graphically. Detailed statistics for each node are browsable and pos-
sible error message information is translated by the Central Monitor for
easier troubleshooting. Failing message transmission routes are indicated
instantly and the operator may also analyze successful message routes and
the load distribution between distinct nodes. The state of message queues
in all the nodes of the monitored network can be seen at one glance. Termi-
nal emulator applications may be integrated with DTSCMON to enable
easy on-line access to remote systems for further management.

Figure 25.  Example DTSCMON monitoring and alert window display
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Alert functions allow more automated detection of various kinds of failures
within DTS message traffic and network connectivity and alerting can be
directly integrated to external applications like general-purpose network
management systems, operator messaging etc. The Central Monitor can
also be set up to collect cumulative statistic and usability information of
monitored DTS nodes and produce reports on predefined intervals.

DTSCMON is an implementation for 32-bit Windows environments. It is
layered on top of Distributed Transaction System for Windows NT
(DTS/WinNT). The latest version fully utilizes parallel remote node polling
via threading.
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A. Programming examples

This appendix contains example source listings of programs using DTS
services.

A very simple remote query task is used as an example. We have a front-
end application that uses DTS to make a procedure call to remote system
named REMOTE (DTS logical node name). Our back-end application in
that system then simply returns a ’hello’ message through DTS to the call-
ing front-end. The front-end application displays the received message on
the user terminal. DTS transaction type 1 (inquiry) is used because we
want the response data back in real-time.

Both front-end and back-end parts of this application are listed in C lan-
guage. For source listings of this same application in other traditional lan-
guages (PASCAL, FORTRAN, COBOL) refer to the DTS/VMS User’s Guide.

A.1 front-end program in C
A.2 back-end subroutine in C

The same application has also been written in Java language, using the
DTSJAVA class library. It is functionally identical, but an object-oriented
interface has been used instead of native YFIAPPC.

A.3 front-end program in Java/DTSJAVA
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A.1. Example front-end application in C

/***************************************************************************/
/*                                                                         */
/*        Example DTS front-end application                                */
/*                                                                         */
/*        Perform a simple query to the remote handler HELLO               */
/*                                                                         */
/*        Language:             C                                          */
/*        Date:                 25-NOV-1991                                */
/*                                                                         */
/***************************************************************************/

/************************* C include header files **************************/

#include   <stdio.h>                       /* Include standard I/O defs    */

/*************************** Symbol definitions ****************************/

#define    OUR_NAME         "TestProgram"  /* Our name for the remote rtn  */

#define    RECEIVER_NODE    "REMOTE  "     /* Receiver DTS node name       */
#define    FUNCTION_CODE    "01"           /* Inquiry-type transaction     */
#define    REMOTE_HANDLER   "HELLO   "     /* Remote user handler name     */

#define    USER_DATA_MAX    31900          /* Max user data area length    */

/******************* Data structures and global variables ******************/

typedef struct                             /* Structure definition for the */
{                                          /* 39-byte DTS header block     */
  char     Timestamp[12];                  /* -  unique message timestamp  */
  char     Status;                         /* -  resend status             */
  char     Sender[8];                      /* -  sender node name          */
  char     Receiver[8];                    /* -  receiver node name        */
  char     FunctionCode[2];                /* -  function code             */
  char     Handler[8];                     /* -  remote handler name       */
} DtsHeader;
    
struct                                     /* DTS input message buffer     */
{                                          
  DtsHeader   Hdr;                         /* First 39 b - DTS header      */
  char        UserData[USER_DATA_MAX];     /* Rest of the data - user msg  */
} InputMessage;

struct                                     /* DTS output message buffer    */
{
  char        ReturnCode[2];               /* 2-byte DTS return code       */
  char        UserData[USER_DATA_MAX];     /* Rest of the data - user msg  */
} OutputMessage;

unsigned short    InputLength;             /* Input message actual length  */
unsigned short    OutputLength;            /* Output message actual length */
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/***************************** Begin of code  ******************************/

main ( )
{

  memcpy(InputMessage.Hdr.Receiver,        /* Set receiver node name       */
         RECEIVER_NODE,8);                 /* (8 chars, space-padded)      */

  memcpy(InputMessage.Hdr.FunctionCode,    /* Set DTS function code        */
         FUNCTION_CODE,2);                 /* (always 2 bytes)             */

  memcpy(InputMessage.Hdr.Handler,         /* Set remote handler name      */
         REMOTE_HANDLER,8);                /* (8 chars, space-padded)      */

  strcpy(InputMessage.UserData,OUR_NAME);  /* Put user data to input buff  */
  InputLength =                            /* Input message length =       */
    sizeof(DtsHeader)+strlen(OUR_NAME);    /* DTS header + our own data    */

  YFIAPPC(&InputMessage,&InputLength,      /* Call DTS front-end service   */
          &OutputMessage,&OutputLength);   /* routine YFIAPPC              */

  OutputMessage.                           /* Null to the end of output    */
    UserData[OutputLength-2] = 0;          /* data to help str processing  */

  if ( memcmp(OutputMessage.ReturnCode,    /* If nonzero return status,    */
              "00",2) != 0 )
    {
      printf("Call failed : %s\n",         /* Display DTS return code and  */
             &OutputMessage);              /* error message                */
      exit(0);                             /* and terminate the program    */
    }
                                           /* Successful call:             */

  printf("Message received :\n%s\n",       /* Display received response    */
         OutputMessage.UserData);          /* message                      */

  exit(0);                                 /* and terminate the program    */

}

/****************************** End of source ******************************/
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A.2. Example back-end application in C

/***************************************************************************/
/*                                                                         */
/*        Example DTS back-end application HELLO                           */
/*                                                                         */
/*        Return a simple ’Hello’ message to the calling f/e.              */
/*                                                                         */
/*        Language:             C                                          */
/*        Date:                 25-NOV-1991                                */
/*                                                                         */
/***************************************************************************/

/*************************** Symbol definitions ****************************/

#define    DTS_HEADER_LEN   39             /* DTS header length, 39 bytes  */
#define    DTS_RETCODE_LEN  2              /* DTS return code length, 2 b  */

/************************* Subroutine entry point **************************/

void     HELLO   ( InputMessage, InputLength, OutputMessage, OutputLength )

/*********************** Function call parameters **************************/

char              *InputMessage;          /* Input message buffer          */
unsigned short    *InputLength;           /* Input message length          */
char              *OutputMessage;         /* Output message buffer         */
unsigned short    *OutputLength;          /* Output message length         */

{
/***************************** Begin of code  ******************************/

  InputMessage[*InputLength] = 0;          /* Null to the end of input     */
                                           /* data to help str processing  */  
  sprintf
    (OutputMessage+DTS_RETCODE_LEN,        /* Format response message to   */
     "Hello %s. I’m your remote routine",  /* the output buffer            */
     InputMessage+DTS_HEADER_LEN);

  *OutputLength =                          /* Output message length =      */
    strlen(OutputMessage+DTS_RETCODE_LEN)  /* our response data +          */
    +DTS_RETCODE_LEN;                      /* DTS return code              */

  return;                                  /* End of subroutine task       */
}

/****************************** End of source ******************************/
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A.3. Example front-end application in Java

/*
 * Example DTS front-end application
 * 
 * Perform a simple query to the remote handler HELLO
 * using the DTS class library interface
 *
 * Language:        Java
 * Intented for:    DTSJAVA package
 * Date:            30-OCT-1997
 *
 */

import tascomm.dts.DTSMessage;                  // The DTS message class
import tascomm.dts.DTSException;                // Class for DTS exceptions

class front
{
     public static void main(String[] args)
     {
          DTSMessage smallMessage =             // Construct a new message
            new DTSMessage("HELLO",             // Remote handler name
                           "TestProgram");      // Our name as data
          try
          {
               smallMessage.execute();          // Call the default DTS server
               System.out.println
                 ("Message received : \n"+      // Print out response
                  smallMessage.getDataString());
          }
          catch (DTSException dtse)             // If something goes wrong,
          {                                     // Print out error response
               System.out.println
                 ("Call failed : "+dtse.getMessage());
          }
     }
}

// end of source
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